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Introduction
The Lame equation, written in its Jacobian form is:- 
2
¥ + h - v(v + 1) k2sn2z h = 0 .dz
For v = a non-negative integer much work has already been completed. 
This thesis attempts to say more of the solution to this equation 
for a general v, in particular v = _ 5 + ip, where p is real.
Chapter one introduces the elliptic~conal co-ordinate system 
and deals with the derivation of the Lame equation. In chapter 
two we look more closely at the actual equation and lay down some 
well-established background work. Chapter three looks in more 
detail at the solutions of the equation, with particular emphasis 
on the derivation of the characteristic equation which values of h, 
giving rise to periodic solutions of Lame’s equation of period 2K, 
must satisfy. A computational procedure to calculate solutions of 
this characteristic equation for values of the parameter \> (v + 1)
(which include both real and complex values of v) is set out in 
chapter four.
In chapter five we set out some original results pertaining 
to a perturbation solution to the Lame equation for k close to 
zero. The results obtained are then shown to compare favourably 
with similar results obtained by Taylor and Arscott whose perturbation 
solution is in terms of q = exp(-TTK'/K).
In the sixth chapter the Lame equation is introduced in a two- 
parameter eigenvalue problem where v = - £ + ip. Finally, chapter 
seven is in essence a paper, written by the present author in 
collaboration with F.M. Arscott, on some linear transformations of 
the Lame equation and the ellipsoidal wave equation.
C H A  P T E R 1.
ELLIPTIC-COKAL CO-ORDINATES
We introduce elliptic-conal co-ordinates (r, cC? p) related 
to cartesian co-ordinates (x, y, z) by:-
x = k r sno{ snp
y = r cn* cnp 1
1 ■ ■ ■ ' ■ *- z - r dno< dnp
where k & (0» 1) is the modulus of the Jacobian elliptic functions
r~^ rj~j
snK, cn*< f dno* and k l « yl - k , V fCK are real, p is complex and they 
lie in the regions *
o < r < ^  , *< <=• ) P D*-, 1
fhe surfaces^ =<?(0 , (^ 0? a constant but is not equal to 0 , +K> or
2K), are quarter-cones, with their vertices at the origin and the 
line z = y = 0 as their axis. The surfaces j> = Sc , (|3>c, a constant 
such that £ (K + iK% Iv 2iKf)),.are elliptic half-cones surrounding 
the degenerate half-cone ]3 ~ K. + 2ilCl, which is the region in the (x, z) 
plane hounded by the lines
x *=' + k_ z , 
k«
for which z< 0 «
The surfaces p = pc , ,B0 £ '(K, K + iICf) are half-cones surrounding 
p = K, which is the region in the (x, z) plane hounded by the lines
x = + k z
k ! •
for which z> 0 .
p ~ K + iK{ is the plane z ~ 0. The remainder of the (x, z) plane 
is formed by the degenerate surfaces = + E.
If r and p are held constant, that as <A varies from 
-2K to + 2K, the point P(x, y, z) moves once around the surface 
of the cone p - (30
LAPLACES EQUATION IN ELLIPTIC-COM! CO-ORDINATES
2
Laplaces equation 1/ w = 0 hecomes, in elliptic-conal co-ordinates:
JL.C2 <Ll} ~ 1 f ] ■ ,
rt-f 9 3?] | 2)^ 9/3^1
Separated solutions are of the form,
where h and vfV -i- 1) are separation constants* The choice of the 
form, <r('V' -f 1) is two-fold. Firstly it enables us to write a solution 
of 1«4a in the form:-
w = lt(r) A(o£ ) B (p> )
and lead to the differential equations,
1 .4a
+ (h - ri^+ 1 ) k2sn2c * ) A  ~ 0
2
+'(h - <r('vv + 'i) k2sn2pj B = 0
1,4b
1 .4c
1.5
Secondly, an equation of the form:-
is Lam^s equation and possesses finite solutions, in the form of 
polynomials in snz, cnz and dnz, only if b is of the form nr^ + 1) 
where nr is a non-negative integer.
It should be noted that real values of v correspond to b^ \
and for b> -J- the corresponding form of nr is - i + ip. Lames
equation with nr in the latter form, is,the basis of this thesis.
ALTERNATIVE DERIVATIONS OF LIMB1S EQUATION
a) Lames equation may also be derived by the separation of the
Helmholtz equation in elliptic-conal co-ordinates. The
2 2Helmholtz e q u a t i o n , ^  ~y? + %  w = 0, in this co-ordinate system 
becomesi
3 /^ Svv'N ^  -      ( €iv' - ^  1
The separated solution of this, in the form: 
vy ~ R(r) A(<x ) B(p)
leads to the differential equations
d ( 2 dH) + (,.2 2 , V. ,s
to (r to; (X r  - - K ^ +  0  y  = o
dht + (h ~ v('v> + 1) k2snt\ ) A = 0
d<?f2' ( )
d2B + (h - nr(nr -i- 1) k2sn2B) B = 0
dp* ( ‘)
with h and/v(nr + 1) as in 1.4.
Equation 1. 8a is the spherical Bessel equation with solutions
b) The solution of Laplaces equation in ellipsoidal co-ordinates 5 
given by;
p
x. = k t sn<< snp sn~tf
y = - k^t cn^ cnp cnf 1 .9
k
z =5 it dn^ dnjB dnY
k 1
with (A 6 (--2K, +2K), pc[lC, It + 2ilv] fi 6 (iK», It + iK'J
also gives rise to Lames equation *
Laplace^s equation in ellipsoidal co-ordinates becomes:
V ”7 [S rw*-5 n sf' (sn]f - sa^ ) ' 1 ?JV - Q  
[_ Zot7-
Pit
Assuming now the separated form w ~ A(c^ ) B(j5) C(/) equation 1 .10 
becomes;
V  7 ( sr?i>i -Sn'p)"' (Srti-Srwi) ' fhtfO _ Q  
/  v - Fl(4
RALC
The last three terms on the left-hand-side, when regarded as a 
function ofet, are of the form,
(sirU - sYt|3)  ^ (sn^Y- s n W )   ^(d^  -f ^^sn'oC)
where a^, b^  are constants depending on A, B,' C and Thus
the function A must satisfy:
A" , 2r— + a. + b, sn A i 1
Similarly B and C must, satisfy
B" 2 rn 2 •
-i- a2 + b2 sn p = 0 j ~- + a^ + b^  sn 'J. - 0 .
1 .10
1 ,11
a~. a7, b0 and b7 being constants. Substitution of these into 1.11
2V 5 2 2
provides a relation to be satisfied identically, viz.
a^  snfd (sn2|3 - snif ) + ag sn2p(sn2/ ~ snc< ) + a^ sn2/ (sn2p< - sn2p)
+ b^  .(sn2p - s n V ) + b^sn2/ - sn?2) + b^(sn^>< - sn2p) = 0
this will be true, if and only if, a^  - a^= a^" a (say) and
b^  - bg ~b7 - b (say), so that A, B and C must each satisfy the same
equation viz,*
d2w / , 2 x * 1 , 1+ + h sn z) w = o.
If we set a - h and b ~ - K'S'iV + 1 ) we have -Lames equation.
A HEW CO-ORDINATE SYSTEM -
In the elliptic-conal co-ordinate system 1.1 let us put 1.1
cos - ‘ -1*1ii. . "'v..
then 1.1 becomes:
x ~ r snc?£ J 1 - k ’ 2 cos2/
y - r, cn at sin /  1 .4
z = r dnU cos i f •
with / e D t-»0)'
Let us denote the co-ordinate sj^ stem 1,14 by ■v
■ Borina 1 surfaces of !
As in elliptic-conal co-ordinates, the surfaces r « re and 
ot = (rc , oi0 constants) are concentric spheres, radius r . = r0 , /and 
elliptic quarter cones, with-their axes lying along the x-axis, 
respectively.
Let us consider then the surfaces /  =/o (a constant) these are 
elliptic half-cones whose axes lie along the z-axis surrounding the 
degenerate half-cones /  = TT, 0, which are regions in x, z planes bounded 
by the lines x = + k z for z positive and negative respectively. The 
degenerate surfaces 0 = “ / 2  are circles, radius r;centres 021 the z axis, 
lying in the x, y plane.
LEFENERACY OP V  AS k~-> 0
As k->0 1 ,14 becomes
x = r sin aC gin / 
y = r cos at sin /  .
z = r cos /
where r 6 0^ ,^) , o£ ■& * 0  , if £■ {
This system is essentially the same as spherical polar 
co-ordinates;- .
x « r cos sin 9 
y = r sin q> sin 9 
z = r cos &
with o( /^x j &-
Thus the normal surfaces / =/o are circular half-cone; 
with half-angle ~t and their axes lying-along the z-axis.
LAPLACES EQUATION IN f
2
Laplaces Equation, \Z w = 0 becomes in ,
-X ( 2 ) ,  V ' . Ca ,, , .2 2y- .
-. ( a ) 2 2 , *? ?/ ^ 0 ^ 00s 0 )
C) r  ^ c) r  ^ k sn^t - (1 - k cos / ) '
i»2 • 2 y 4.-/ h w) k*. sin 0 coth — -r{
2'6)
Separated solutions are of the form:-
* H(r) A(<*) C(/ )
and lead to the differential equations:
d ( 2 dll ) f .v '
to ( r d ? ) = "<'v’'+ 1)R
2
'+ |h - rvipr + 1) k2sn2(o<? , k)^A » 0
. ,2 2j d^2C ' , .2 . 2^ v dG(1 - k’ cos o * k r sm.'d cotA
+ (*Vk('V' + 1) (1 - kv2cosV ) - h)C « 0
where aa(aa + 1) and h are separation constants as in 1 .4 .
It'should be noted, that as k~hO, these last two equations
degenerate as 'follows:
d2A , »~T~‘, 2 + hA, = 0 ,&Q<
and
j h ^ + coti l f  + 1} ■ h ° o3ec^  jo. 1.0
Equation 1,16 is of course the associated Legendre equation and has 
/c z
solution P (cos 0 ) where = h.
C H A P T E R 2 e
THE LAMB EQUATION
l'n Chapter 1 we saw that the separation of lap laces equation 
in elliptic-conal co-ordinates gave rise to lame’s equation viz.
2
+ h^ - v'('y‘ ->r l)k2sn2zjw = 0  2.1
Putting u = ksnz puts 2.1 into the following algebraic form?-
(1 .» n2) (1 - k2u^) ~ u(1 + 1c2 - 2u2) + (h - 1)k2u2)w = 0 2.2
whilst making the substitution araz = v gives the trigonometric formi-
/. ' 2 . 2 % d2v/ 2 . dw r / ' x 2 . 2 N ■(1 - k sin vj - k s m  v cos v ^  + (h - •v\v' •}- 1) k s m  ypr - 0
There are other forms of the equation, a fuller list is'to be found in 
REF 3 *
Possibly the most outstanding property of equation 2.1 is that the
coefficients in the equation are doubly-periodic. 'Thus we are naturally
led to enquire as to the existence of solutions which are also doubly-
periodic. It turns out that for doubly-periodic solutions to. exist/v»
must be an integer which can be taken to be non-negative (since we may ■
replace V' by -<v*-1 without altering the equation) and h must have one of
a set of 2-v + 1, (•V'now integral), characteristic values.
However the main purpose of this thesis is to study Lames equation
when V  is non-integral and in particular where ■v' = - J + ip / p <r R.
Here} there exist solutions of real period 2K or 4-K, as is shown in
chapter 3* Chapter 7 makes use of some, linear transformations of the
Jacobi elliptic functions to obtain solutions to Lames equation with
period different to 2K and 4K.
• 2
Since sn z may be expressed as a Fourier cosine series in 
x = -J rr z/k , this puts Lames equation into the form of Hill’s equation 
and using the well known theory of this equation (REF 5) a study of
the stability of the lames equation is given, for all values of *V‘, in 
Chapter 4*
Chapter 5 makes use of the trigonometric form 2.3 to derive some
perturbation solutions for small k, as well as including a perturbation
-
solution due to REF 6, where the perturbation is in q = c
Due note should also be made of the degeneracy of the Lame equation
2as k approaches 0 and 1. As k-^0 w^GO the product k vv('V' * 1) 
remaining finite = T ; 2.1 becomes
d^w (, . 2 )
~ 1 sin zy ! = 0
which can be written in the form
d2w ( )
*r“4 + >a - 2q cos 2z<w = 0 dzx ( u )
i.e. Mathieu * s equa tion wi th.
T
Whilst as k-k 1 2.1 becomes
+ h^ - v(vv+ 1) tan h2zjjw = 0 .
which under the transformation sech z = sin t becomes.
o
d w . dw ( /  ^s fvf'V' + 1) - h))“tv + cot t tt + m v  + i ) - -v—1— :— ±— :— L) w = 0 dt- dx ( v . * s m  t {
is Legendre’s associated equation with yd = +~T)-~h.
C H A F T E R  3.
THE SOLUTIONS OF THE LAME EQUATION
We know, from the classical theory of differential equations 
that lames equation always has one solution which is even and one 
which is odd about z = 0.
As a result of this we naturally assume formal solutions of 
the formj-
c£>
/ \ z r s n  2- avicl /  Ba r i \ s n  "Z 3.1,2
oO --
2./ \ 2.™
k “ O r-  o
Substitution of 3*1 into 2.1 yields the following recurrence 
relations
2Ag + h. Ac «*.. 0 3*
(2r - 2 - (2r - 1 + v) k2 A2r^2 + (h - 4r2(t +■ k2)) A2r
: 3 . 4
+■ (2r - 1) (2r + 2) A2r+2 = 0 ' r 1
Firstly let 'V be a positive even integer v* » 2H, say, and choose
h such that A2^ 2 = 0. (This can be done since A2^ 2 is a polynomial
in h of degree K + 1.) We immediately see that with r = H + 1 in 3 *4
the coefficient of AOTiT is zero, giving A = 0. By successivec-ii aiw-4
substitution of r = I + 2, E + 3? etc. we see that A0 = 0 for
kr
r r H + 1. Thus 3*1 reduces to a polynomial of degree 211 in snz.
However, there now remain H + 1 homogenous relations between the 
H -f 1 coefficients A , . .. . -Ag -whose elimination leads to the 
equation:
}l _ i yfo + 1) - 2 ) (E + 5) k2/22 o4- 3(^ - 4 ) fry*'* 3) k2/42 >6
1 + k2 - Wf; 1 + k2 - ~£^-r y 1 + k ~r h + j-
* • + (2r - 1) (or ~ (2r - 2)) fa 4 (2r - l))k /(2r ~ 2 ) 2r
1 + k2 - —  -f >
2rz 3 .5
*fchin which the right-hand side terminates at the IT component fraction
The roots in h, of this continued fraction correspond to the 1T+1 Lame 
polynomials of the form J A  which can he shown to possess 0,1 s.*.IT, 
zeros respectively in (0?K)« This is a theorem due to Stieltjes REF 3® 
On the other hand where v is not an even integer the'.recurrence 
relations 3 *3 ? 3*4 still hold, but no coefficient of the Ag  ^-*-n ^ * 4  
can be made to vanish. In this case the solution 3*1 to 2,1 takes the 
form of an inf ini. te series. Thus for the case -'V' = ip,peR, 
our solution 3«1 will be an infinite series of even powers of snz.
require the use of a rule given by PERRON REE1 7 which states as followsc
let us investigate the convergence of this series, to do so we
Let (ar) satisfy the relations?
3.6
Let ^  f v jT ^ as T ~~yc6, r°ots of
R- ^  p cr- -a- o? = O Vue o r cuncb c r\  to -d ie  ]& \\ ^  \
Then if » lim (ar+1) exists, and is equal to os
r-f^ a )r
tinless h satisfies the characteristic equation:
3.8
in which ca.se
22 )That is, the radius of convergence of the series / a; x is ,--
in general, but if h satisfies 3*8 it can be extended to -V—
In the case of the Lame equation we divide 3.4 t>y 4r and put 
= a-^ *5 then letting r - > we obtain
o< = k2 , p = ~(1 + k2) , f  = 1
2So crf( = k < 1, <^2 = ^> that is, the series is convergent for 
all values of z such that | snz’l 1. But in the case where h satisfies 
3*5 with nr « - i + ip the radius of convergence can be extended to 
lsnz j < i*. ♦
The importance of being able to extend the radius of convergence 
beyond j.snz] - 1 is great, since if we v/ere not able to do so, the 
solution could not possess real period 2K, since its region of 
convergence does not include the'whole real z axis.
The other types of Lame polynomials ,
The polynomial solutions to Lames equation, obtained on 
are known as LAME polynomials of the first species, they only occur 
when '\r is an even integer and when h satisfies the characteristic 
equation 3«5« Other types of polynomial solutions to Lames equation 
are known to exist and in fact it can be shown that, REF 3> there are 
eight types of Lame polynomial of the form:
(snzjr (cnz)° (dnz)^ F^ (sn2z)
2
where r, s, t = 0 or 1 and r + s■ + t + 2q = t  F , (sn z) is a
2  ^1 
polynomial'of degree q in sn z.
These polynomial solutions fall into four species, those of the 
first species have r - s = t ~ 0 , those of the second have r -1- s + t = 1 
the third r + s + t = 2 and the fourth r + s + t = 3 .
Polynomials of the first and third species occur when at* is even, 
those of the second and fourth when v' is odd.
The actual series forms for each of the species are as follows
Spec. 1 Spec. 2 Spec.3 Spec.4
2rsnz cnz dnz / H0 sn z
cnz
z— 2r
THE PERIODIC LAME FOKCTIOHS ( PERIOD 2K AM) 4K )
As can be seen from above the polynomial solutions of the Lame 
equation can be divided into eight classes, four of which have and
particular V’= - |r + ip, p 6  R)* REP 4 has shown, that every series 
solution of such an equation which contains the factor dnz, is 
identical with a series solution which does not contain the factor 
dnz. Thus, from the point of view of the real period there exists no 
more than four distinct types of Lame function. One'-which is even 
about z = 0 and of real period 2IC, one which is odd about z ~ 0 and of 
real period 4K and, finally one which.is odd about z = 0 said of real 
period 4K.
Before proceeding to discuss the notation we shall use for these four
types of lame functions, it is thought worthwhile to outline the proof
given by Ince for a general *v\
V/e have 3*3? 3*4 a^d 3*5> the recurrence relations satisfied by
the coefficients A0 in the solutions 2r
four of which do not have the extraneous factor dnz. The prime concern 
of this thesis is to discuss the lame equation for a generals (in
£> 3.9
Let us -now assume a solution of the form
o
3.10
this satisfies the Lame equation, subject to
1.2. C2 + ( h - k 2 ) Cq = 0  3*11
(2r+1) (2r+2) + (h - 4r2 - (2r+1)2lc2)
+ (!T~2r+1) (,v>f2r) k2C = 0  3*12
2r~2
for r 'y/ 1
and far convergence on the real axis i.e for real period 2K the 
corresponding characteristic equation;
2
h == + 2)k2 3fv- 3)('V- -i- 4)k /22.4
3*13
2
(2r - 1 )(/v>-2r+1 )(rv^ -2r)JC /(2r-2)c(2r) + , .
1 +(2r+1)2k2 - h' f 
‘ 2r^ 2r
Any solution of the form 3*10 is identical with one of the form
3 .9  for, let;
ob
dnz = (1 - k sn2z)  ^ = 1 + kL ^  2r sn2rz 3*14
r - 1
where ° 2r ~ - (2r - 2 ) 1 k2r . ‘
22r" 'r 1 (r-1) ]
It can be shown using Perrons Rule PJUP 7 that the series 3.10 
is absolutely convergent in |snzj — provided 3*13 is satisfied and 
since 3*14 is also.absolutely convergent in |snz\ l/k we may write
3.10  in the form;
£X)
L^. a. sn2xz ’3 -1-5
r~o 2r
S"
where a. ~ c . + fit C _ - . 3.16
2r 2r s = 1 2s 2r~2s
But 3*15 is a solution of Lames equation and its coefficients 
must satisfy the recurrence relations 3*3 and 3 .4 > and hence the 
characteristic equation 3*5 must also be satisfied by h. In other words 
the sets of functions 3*9 and 3 .10 are identical apart from a multi­
plying factor.
DOTATION
We follow the notation of Ince REP 4 and use as a general symbol E*
Y/e add a small case letter c or s according as the function is even or 
odd about z ~ 0, An upper index is added to denote the number of 
zeros in z 6  (0 ,2k) (in the cases where an extraneous factor exists 
such that z 0 is a zero, the interval will be extended to z 6 ^0,2kJ ).
The notation is completed by the introduction of a lower index 'V', or 
when special emphasis is needed, - J + ip. thus our four types of 
solution together with their period and parity about z = 0 are:
Solution Period Parity
1) E c2m (z) 2/K Even
9Tn4.1 .
2) B e y  (z) 4K Even 3.17 a,
b, c, d,
3) E c W  (z) 4K Odd . ■
4) Es4m+2(z) 2K Odd _
The,corresponding values of h will be written as:-
2m/. 2\ 2ith-1 / 2\ n 2nn-1 /. 2\ - 1 2inH-2/1 2\ x in aa,y (k ), ar (lc ), b^ (k ) and b^ (k ) 3.18 a,
b, c, d,
according to Ince REP 4*
The recurrence relations for the types of solution 2), 3)y 
and 4) are given in Appendix 1.
C H A P T E R  4.
CHARACTERISTIC VALUES AND INTERVALS OF STABILITY
It was mentioned in Chapter 2 p.12 that the Lame equation
may be regarded as a simply-periodic equation and provided we work
1
within the region \snz\ ^  /k it may be regarded as a special case 
of the Hill equation REP 3 and 5* We can then apply the well- 
established theory of the Hill Equation to the Lame equation.
For, in;
// . 2 2
y( 2 ) -i- ( h - + 1) k sn -2) y( gr) = 0 4,1
2 2
'v(v,*b 1) k sn2 is even and periodic with period 2IC.
Let h) and yz (z,h) be two linearly independent solutions,
of 4 .1 , where ,^ ( s ) and y2^  ) depend, not only on 'Z, but on h also.
One problem which arises is to investigate for what values of h will 
both solutions to 4*1 he stable (when solutions of 4.1 are bounded as 
5£-9-+_o£> , we say that they are stable, otherwise they are said to 
be unstable). Another problem, is to determine for what values of h 
solutions to 4.1 have a period of 2IC or 4K. the following theorem due 
to Haupt REF 8 connects the two problems.
Theorem 1.
To every differential equation of the form 4*1 there belongs 
two nonotonic increasing infinite sequences of real numbers
h'o} h ) * • * • • h-f,-! * * 4*2
h^, h^ j * * • • h ^  *.» . 4 *
such that 4*1 has a solution of period 2e if and only if h s h ' 
m a 0 , 1 , 2 . . . and a solution of period 4K if and only if
v -
the hm and hm satisfy the inequalities;
s 
lZh Q<  h, ^ h < hz<. h . . . . .  4.4
and the relations:-'
Unv hi " 1 = 0  , W i  h n" 1 = 0  4 .5
rr>~^ £e>
Moreover the solutions of 4.1 are stable in the intervals
s / ( /
(h© > b ^ )» > . . .  4*6
Solutions of 4*1 are, in general, unstable at the end-points 
of these intervals. They are stable for h » hi, or h = h._° 2m-i V ■ • c^t-TZ.
if and only if h_ , - h*. „ and they are stable for h = hi ■ . or .
h = h , . if and only if h . . « h . .X'om lit CK'rrt-^'3,
For complex values of h, solutions of 4*1 are always unstable.
We call the real numbers hm characteristic values of the first 
kind and hm characteristic values of the second kind. The intervals 
4*6 on the real hm axis are called intervals of stability . We 
similarly define intervals of instability. From theorem 1 . it can be 
seen that neither intervals of stability, nor intervals of instability 
can shrink to a point. The intervals of stability can never dissappear, 
but two can combine to a single one, and, as will be shown later, indeed 
do. Intervals of instability may disappear altogether.
CORRELATION BETWEEN THE CHARACTERISTIC VALUES
From 3*18 a, b, c, d the following may be written;
w 8m /. 2 % , , 2nH-2 /. 2 \ . _
aV   ^ “ of ( ) 4*7
h « a _ (k ) h (k ) 4 .7
Having discussed the stability problem of the Lame equation in 
general, we shall now proceed to discuss the calculation of the
, , . , . . 2m - 2n 2m+2/ 2v 2m+1 /, 2v 2m+1 2^characteristic values, ay. (k ; b^ (k /, ay. (k ) by. (k ). 
Different characteristic values of h were calculated for successive
integer values of + 1), keeping k constant.
CALCULATION OF THE! CHARACTERISTIC VALUES
The method employed here, to calculate the characteristic
curves>is given in IIEP 9> Mclachan uses this method to compute the
.characteristic curves for Mathieiis Equation.
We shall now give a brief survey of thin method, as an example,
2m 2let us consider the calculation of a^  1(k ).
We have the transcendental equation for h ^(see 3-5)> which 
may be rewritten in the form;
~ 2. 2$z, . . . . . .
h -f>A - E T f l -
where
^  2r ~ 2 (r + 1) (2r + 1)
f3 2r = 4r2 (1 + k2)
^ 2r = j^2 (r - 1) (2r + 1) + /\/ J k2
with /V - ~ -i- 1).
The computational procedure given below, was carried out on 
the Polytechnics' I.C.L. 4130 computer.
k2 was chosen to be 0.1 and =  ^  0 [~1 *00j[ 200. Thus for
/ Y & -  i, is real and for /V^ ~ J ^  is of the form - -g- + ip.
o
Calculation of a^ , (0.1).
o
We commence by finding an approximate value of ^by trial 
and error, with /'/ - 1. Neglecting all members of the right hand 
side of 4 .8 except the first, we obtains -
a® = 2 .x 1.1
o
a, - 5*5
o
so a? = 4.445 or - 0 .045*
4* 9a
4.9b
4* 9c
Let us now denote the te convergent of the right-hand
side of 4*8 -by-B. .(h). Thus equation 4*8 may be written 
K
h = U/ra E (h) 4*^8k - -
o
V/e now calculate, say, with h = 4.445) to give a(, =
Fl (4.445) = 0 .0204) since there is a great discrepancy between 
this and 4*445 we have chosen the wrong root. We therefore calculate 
*3 (“8 *045) and obtain
p3 (- 0 .045) = - 0 .0507.
o
We now take a. j = - -§ (0.045 + 0.0507) and calculate
F_, ( - [0.045 *r O.O507] )» this process is continued until the
odifference between successive values of a | 10 <, .Thus, we may
write down the following formal procedure.
We have h = lorn F^ (h)
(1) Calculate h ( and h'^  from h = Fj(h)
(2) Calculate F.^  (hj) ; F ^  (h.^ ) and ascertain which is the correct
root to take; let this be h'j.
(5) Calculate J (hn + F ^  (hn.)) until,
h n -  hu  <  10“  5 *Hotl Oc
. • a? (0.1) = 'hr , •* fio * l
Choice of (h) ■
.^ 0 is obtained by substitution of h^ into the expressions 
9 * ' * . and evaluating;-
F k (h'() - F (h\) k = 2, 3 . . . . where
ko is such that
F ko '<*) ~ f:Ko.-v (* ) <  io" 5
using this method ko was found to be equal to 1v. Results
q *l 2
obtained for the coefficients a^, a^ ., b^ are to be found in 
appendices 4 an& 5j '■V'C'V* + 1) = 0 , + 1, ^ 2 . . , 200
O-m
Calculation of a.ir (0.1 )
We have from 3*4 the recurrence relation,
(2r - 2 -*r)(2r - 1 -f'Vjk2 A -}(h-4r2(HkS) A.p>
+ 2(r + 1)(2r + 1 ) A _. = 0
Put V. -ft 2r -f 2 (Assume A^r 4 0 , for all values of )
4.11
4.12
after division of 4*11 by J\ we obtain;
Jjr + (■ h - '+ “ °-
V
4*13
where are as defined in 4 *9 >
thus V^ y. *= 2r *f 2
b “ + V^v-ta
2r+2 c^2r+2^2rH4 C^2r + 4 If 2r+6 . <v
b - PaViA b “ Pa>+*t b - —
- (say)
- 4*14
4.15
4.16
The continued fraction in 4.15 is convergent, for the general 
term is 5
25 2S+2 = 2(5 + 1) (2g + 1) f g ( S  -  1)(2& + 1) +/YW‘
li - 4S2(1 + k2).
Then, from a theorem due to Perron REP 7, this is convergent, 
provided
C - 4 (1 + k2)) h- 4 X 16 ^ 0.
(-4 0 + k2))
This is obviously so, thus 4*^5 is convergent,*
We now derive an alternative terminating continued fraction to 
represent the left-hand side of 4*^4 
From 4-^5 we have,
' L ( h ~ 2r 4- ^  2r )
( Yu-z
I h - ^ 2r - 't2r^2r-2 . ., ~ \_2_ ) 4*17
r ' h P “ k )
2-V-i
53 F'zv ^ say') * 4«18
For relation 4t11 together with 2 To + h = 0, see 3*3> to be 
consistent
' 4*^9
For convenience of computation, we write,
\ v "  i'av!: °> >  1)- 4-20
2m
To obtain a ^  with hi = 1, 2, . . » . we use 4.20 with 
r = 1, 2 , . . . respectively.
2 m  • ■ '
To start the computation we need a trial value of a, . This 
2 ^ 
was taken as 4® (see Chapter 5) for/V = 0. We then proceed according
to the scheme given below.
Let Et^ (h) be the convergent of A A 6.
1). Let h ~ 4 ^  = (say).
2). Calculate F ^  (c^ x ) =
3)» Calculate K such that
££ ) < 10‘ 4
4). Let (o«i ) = Qj .
.})» Let g-j. = it* = o take (0 .1 ) =
6) Put h = c4r + 3  (0.1) j = 1, 2, . . . .
= o x^
7 ) With j = 1 ^
8) Calculate F2r '(o4i ) =
9) Calculate K such that
E-^Cftrh _ E ^ ( ^ )  <  10 -4 
10) Let E ^ . O ^ )  =
11) Let g x ^  = f„J - itj ?■
12) Put j = j -f 1 and repeat steps 6) - 11) until
gr and  ^are of different signs.
. Let this value of j be 30.
13) Put , .^r ^° = , f^° = f^ .
14) Linearly interpolate between <2X , fr and , fp to
obtain
15) h - c< i, i = 1, 2 , 3 . . .
16) Y/ith i = 1
17) Calculate min. ■| oij -cxf i j , jpt ^  i r |
18) Let this be /t, &i£*
19) Put h « 0<fi - repeat steps 8), 9)» 10), 11) to obtain
sf = i7
20) Put h = CX i 4-0<?i repeat steps 8), 9)> 10), 11).
To obtain g**1 = f« ' - ei +0 v b
21) Linearly interpolate between e7* Pf~" a^d j?,*, f *+ toO '* o o
obtain, *
22) h i 4-1
23) Repeat steps 16) - 20) until
%  C ^ - U p )  - Eav.(Oi.Up ) <  10'4
24) Print a^, - oi i + p.
_______ . .’V'faf 4- 1 ) = Q
?in
Thus having found aT  (0.1) v{'V' 4- 1) - o we can proceed to find
aj^ 1 (0 . 1 ) - > W  1) = 4- l)by taking;
- a^m (0 .1) (v(v 4- 1) = O.^j and repeating the whole
process.
Appendices 2 and 3 contain copies of the computer programs to calculate
o , 2m , .a^ana a^j. respectively.
Notes on the procedure
1. Owing to the slow convergente rate of the continued fraction for 
Ew.' it T/as sometimes found impossible to obtain K such that;
K + 1 K -4
EA  - EW  <  10
this was overcome by calculating K such that
K ■+ 1 K -~3
•h-V -  <  10-
2, Although no value of h v/hich satisfies 4*8 made any of the partial
denominators in 4*15> 4*1? zero, this occasionally happened for 
h = oCj^. For these values of h the method used, caused the 
program to print results lying on another characteristic curve, due 
to the closeness of the.curves at these points. In these cases the 
difficulty was overcome using a hand machine, by slightly shifting 
the value of h away from that which caused the partial denominator 
to vanish.
x t ~ ° 2 . A 1 ■ J 1 J ■ 2 Ap. Results xor av , ay, a:y, a^;, ay, by,, by, by, ly for values of
1) = A /  * C “ ^00» + 300] are to be found in appendices
4 and 5 •
4 . As a check on the method results for nf\ a positive integer:-.were
compared with results obtained by Ince;Ref 4 ,} ArscottT Khabaza
(Ref 10) for the Lame Polynomials. Agreement between the two sets
of figures was good, to 4 places of decimals.
2
The case considered was with k = 0.1, we also tried to obtain
results for lc*— 0.5* The program gave accurate results for N ^  0,
but we could not obtain results for N ^ 0 due to the fact that the
method caused the program to print results which formed discontinuous
curves, i.e., for N = 0 to N = N0 ' (say) we would obtain 3 .^ and for
N ~ l\Toqb- t to 2-^ we obtained b^ >. No apparent reason for this could
be found, the fault only partly being due to the slow convergence rate
2 •of A.?\- in 3*4* This difficulty increased as k ~g> 1.0.
Ince .Ref 4 suggests a useful approximation to the tail of the
continued fraction of 3.13 i.e., to that part which begins with the 
« , +th’r* component.
From a theorem due to Perron Ref 7 it can he shown that the tail
2 .
of 3»13 converges to - k? as Let a second approximation he
2 t
- k I (A r ? hence
- k2 +D<r = (2r - 1)(v>- 2r + 2)(jv%+ 2r - 1)k2/(2r-2)22r.
1 + k2 - h/4r2 ~ k2 + o( - 
, r-{4
then, neglecting third and higher pwers of 1/r
- k2 +^vr = - (\ -t- (1 - -'V' - ’V^)/4r2 ) k2
1 - h/4r2 +o< ^
or 0<! r = k2 - f h  + 1 ~ or - /y£] k^4^2X±S '
and thus
o(r = - (h + 1 - 'V'■- 'V2)/ k2 + k^ + k^ *f . .
\4r2 4(rhl )24(r+2)2
2
thus a second approximation "to - k could he taken as.
h + 1 “ rv — *v>2) k2 + k^ + + . -
14v2 , 4(r+1 )?4(r+2)2^
Since in this chapter we were mainly concerned with the general 
qualitative nature of the stability diag the snags in the computational 
procedure, have not been completely investigated. It is thought that by 
writing the recurrence relations (3*3 3•4) kn the form of an infinite
determinant might avoid some of these snags. Much remains to be done in 
this particular field, namely to obtain values of h for all k 6 (0, 1),
possibly to extend the method to cover other Hill type equations,
notably the ellipsoidal wave equation Ref 3-
Many papers, in particular Goldstein Ref 12, Blanch. Ref 13, and 
.Bouwkamp Ref 14, give alternative methods of calculating characteristic 
values from a continued fraction, these papers need thorough investigation
to ascertain if they can be of assistance with the Lame equation.
App. 4$5 also give results for the four types of solution to the 
Lame equation, with an extraneous factor dnz, showing that the 
characteristic values of h are the same as for the four types of 
solution without this factor. -
The Stability Diagram
When the tabulated values of ay . « • • by are plotted against
H using cartesian co-ordinates the chart of F19  ^ is obtained.
There are certain points’ of interest, first that for H = 0
pairs of functions of the same period are equal, whilst as N tends to
+ pairs of functions of opposite periods are eq^al. This result
can also be shown to be true from the fact that the Lame equation can
be treated as a special case of the Hill equation.
The second point of interest is that for H 0 the characteristic
curves obey the following:- r.
a-0 a 1 b-1 ' b 2 a-2 a-5 b 5 ' h..4a/y a/y V  .V* -V a// Cy
whilst for N 0, we have the following
a-° lr1 a 1 h 2 a-2 b'? a-5 b 4ay av~ aY  Py ay  Py
,, ■ 2m + 1 ’ . 2m + .1 . .
Hence the curves a^ > and by interchange as H goes from
positive values to negative values. ,
This again is to be expected from the general Hill theory.
It should be noted that the stability diagram for the Lame equation
is very similar to that of the Mathieu equation, the difference is that
whereas the Mathieu diagram is symmetric in q, the Lame .diagram - is not
symmetric in 31. A question still to be answered is, would the Lame
diagram be symmetric if something other than N were plotted on the
horizontal axis?
C H A P T E R  5.
PERTURBATION SOLUTION FOR SMALL k
To investigate more closely the solutions of Lames equation of 
order - J + ip, it was found more convenient to make the substitution;
am z = V ■ 5«t
and transform the equation into its trigonometric form 2.J viz 
(1 - k2sin2v) d2w - k^sin v cos v dw + ^ h - ,v'(/\At-1 )k2sin2vJ W = 0 5*2
dv2 dv
The solutions to this equation were taken as the Fourier-Jacobi 
series Ref 5 with:-
2m + 1Ec A (z) ~ z.r=o a r
cos (2r+1)V
„ 2m Ec (*) = zr-o a.r
cos (2rv)
2m+ 2Es-v* (z) =
JE
r=o b r
sin (2r + 2) v
2m + 1
Es'V* (z) =
z:
r=o b.r
sin (2r + 1) V
5*3a,b, 
c, d.
Where 5«3a is even about z=o with period 2TT,"5»3b is odd with 
periodTT , 5‘3c is even with periodTT ,■ 5 .3d is odd with period 2TT
As an example let us consider the case 5»3a* By substitution into 
5.2 the coefficients.in 5.3a satisfy the following recurrence relations;
(v4 + 3)0v* - 2) k2aj; + £.4 (h - 1) - k2(<\M)('VW-2)~[ ~ 0 5*4
(cr + 2r)(iv°“ 2r+1) k2a. ■ . - (4h - 4(2r-}-1)2 - 2R2 (•v('V'+1) ~(2r-f1)2)a
r-1 p r
+ . (■v+2r+3)(f^ - 2r - 2) k a. = 0  r 1. 5«'5r-H
The characteristic equation is formed in the usual way and the ratio
of coefficients determined, Using Perron’s Rule REF 7 with the
2
notation of 4*9 we see that after division of .5 .5 by r and le tting 
r 0 0.;
sK = - 2k2,- j3 = -4 (2 - k2); = - 2k2
thus the roots of ocr + (3 0" + c< = 0  are
er; = j-k' ; srx = 1 + k'
'1+k' 1 - lT
Thus provided h satisfies its characteristic equation we may take 
the region of convergence to be given byj-
/
1 - k
| Imz) <  | log
so that the series converges rapidly for small k. This immediately 
leads'us to the investigation of a perturbation solution in terms of 
small k.
The method of perturbation adopted is essentially to assume a
2
solution in ascending powers of k , the coefficients of which will be 
functions of v*
how w = 2^ a- cos (2r + 1 )v  reduces to w - cos JHiv 
a jc .
when k = o, by substitution of k = o into 5*2. Our solution must 
have (2m 4- 1) zeros in, v (o, 2'iT ) v/e thus assume,
h «  (2m + 1 )^  . + ^  k^r 5*6
r=1 . ' ■
w « cos (2m 4- 1 )v  + f (v ) k^r 5*7
We normalise our solution by stipulating that the coefficient of 
cos (2m + 1 )v in 5*7 be unity for all values of k, consequently f^ (v)
fj, (v) etc., will contain no term in cos (2m + 1)v.
Differentiating 5*7 twice and substituting into 5*2 yields,
(1 - k^sin^v)(- ( 2 hh-1)^ cos (2m + 1 )v +. 21 f k ^ )
r
- k^sin v cos v (- (2m + 1) sin (2m 4- 1) v 4- T  ^  k^r)
*• -jo-
4- ((2m + 1)^ 4- ^ k^sin^v)
(cos(2m 4- 1 )v 4- y  f-' k ZT) - 0 5*8
r
where D -- •*v*(‘V' 4- 1)
2
the term which is independent of k in 5*8 vanishes identically.
2
Thence equating successive powers of k to zero yields:~
f^ 4- (2m 4- = - ((2m 4-1)^ - 1\T^  sin^v cos(2m4-l)Y
~ (2m 4* 1) sin v cos v sin (2m 4- 1 )V
- cos (2m + 1 ) V 5.9
2
for coefficients of k , and,
2 2 / 2
f^ + (2m + 1) f^ = sin v f[' + sin v cos fj ■+ IT sin v fj
for coefficients of k^
- 0(^  f j - 06  ^cos (2m + 1)V : 5*10
Solving 5.9 gives 
J-j (v) = A cos (2m + 1 ) v + B sin (2m + 1 )V
(2m h-1 )^ ~ IT + oC^ f V sin (2m +1 ) Y + 1 cos (2m+1 )v 
2 Jjf 2m+1 ) 2. 8(2m+1)
-f 1 (2m -f 1 )^(2m) - N cos (2m - 1 )v
1Z ' 2m
•- 1 (2m -f- 1 ) 2 (m + 1) - IT cos (2m + 3)v 5.11
16 2 (m -j- 1 )
with‘A and B arbitrarily chosen constants.
Since f| (v) is to be periodic and can have no term in 
cos (2m + 1) Y;
o(n = + IT ~ (2m + 1)2 5.12
Since 5*7 is to'be even B = 0 and because of the normalisation 
condition A =0.
thus for m y o we have 5*12 together.with *
(v) ~ 1 (^ m (2m + 1) - hTj cos ( 2m ~ l) Y
32m
- 1 (2(m + 1)(2m -i- 1) - lA cos (2m + 3) Y 5*13
1) J •32 (m + 
It can immediately be seen that the case m = o needs special 
treatment, since substitution of m = 0 into the right hand side of
5.13  would cause the first term to become infinite.
Consider 5*9 with m = o,
// ? 2 ^ ‘ + i j = - (1 - IT) sin'v cos v - sin v cos v - cos v.
Solving this gives
= A cos v •{- B sin v -f (lT-2) cos 3v + f IT-2- Vv sin v h-c o s  v j
32 V 4 " A  2 8 J
Since fj is to be periodic and contain no term in cos v
/ /
A = B « .0
and « ,N - 2
4
thus 17 (v) = (ll - 2) cos
32
5.14
5*15
In order to obtain fi(v) anc^  we irrusi substitute 5*12 and
5.13 into 5*10> simplify and solve, giving;
f^(v) = a sin(2m +■ 1 )V + B^cos (2m + 1) Y,
+_ 1_ I (2m (2m + 1 ) - IT ) ( 2m (2m - 1 ) - IT )
128. m
- dtm + 1 )(2m + 1) - I?)f 2(ra + 1)(2m -I- 5 )-IJ 'j - 0< 4
IE I 1
x Y sin (2m -t- 1 ) Y 
2(2m■+ 1)
•K 1_ f2(m + 1 )(2m + 1) - ll) ( 2(m + 2)(2m'+ 3 )~iA c o s(2ith-5 )Y
1024 4 (m + 1) J
~___1 f 2(m + 1 )(2m + 1)-IT"j cos(2m + 3)Y + -1 f 2m(2m+1 )~II ^  cos(2m-1 )Y
256 . m + 1 256. m
+___1 ( 2m(2m + 1 )-II )( 2(m - 1)(2m-1) - n ) cos (2m-3)V 5*16
O
1024 4 m
Applying the same restrictions to f4(v) as to fl> (v) givest
"  // y
A = B ~ 0,
c^/j_ = __1
128
( 2m(2m >  1) - n )( 2m(2m - 1 ) - IT )
m
~ ( 2(,m 4- 1 )(2m + 1 2(m + 1 )(2m+5 ) ~ ll)
m + 1
tnd
f,j (v) -  __1 ( 2(m-i-1 )(2m+1 )~A( 2(m+2)(2m-f-5)-III cos(2m + 5)V
24096
-  I
25 6
+ 1
(m + 1 )'
2(m + 1 )(2m -f 1 )-IT cos (2m + 3)V 
m + 1
2m(2m + 1) - IT cos (2m - 1 ) Y
m
5.17
+ 1 (2m(2m + 1 )~H ) ( 2(m-1 )(2m-1 )- If) cos(2m-3)V 5.18
4096 m2
Once again it can immediately be seen that the case m = o, 
needs special treatment,*
Substituting 5*14 a^d 5*15 into 5*10 yields;
H i  )'~°i - 1 (i±2) - (H-2)(g-q)
L A =52 =52 /1
cos Y
4 32 5  4
-I- N -2 fli -q - H -2\ cos 3Y
3 2. \ 2 4 /
+(N - 2Y 12 ~ ll) cos 5V.
128 ' ■
Solving this equation for and applying the periodiaty and
normalisation conditions gives
~ (I ~ 2) (if - 6) 5 .19
128
f . = - (If - 2)(if - 16) cos 3V + (lf-2)(E- 12 ) cos 5V 5*20
Z 1024 301-2
Further terms can be obtained by continuing the. same process
although the work becomes progressively more complicated.
Similar results for 5*3 h, c, d are to be found in appendix 6.
The q - perturbation
The method perturbation employed by the author was to assume a
2
series solution in powers of k of the trigonometric form of the Lame 
equation. However Taylor and Arscott REP 6 took the equation in its 
Jacobian form;
df
 ^2 
dZ
f 2 2 \
w -5- ( h - + 1)k s n s j  w = o . 5 • 21
and then made use of the expansion; Eagles PtEF 14
CO
sn (Z ,k ) « 2 17 J_____ rqr (1 - cos 2rx) 5.22
4? 2 1  1 2r}l~k r»1 1 ~ q
where x = 1PZ. an<t the series is valid for (imZ ) <. k /.
2k
Here the perturbation is made in powers of q, defined Toy5 
q « exp ( - Ti \{/\i) 5,23
One advantage of this method, is that as k varies from 0 to 1, 
q also varies from 0 to 1 "but remains small unless k is very near 
to 1. Thus a few terms of a perturbation series in q, give a good 
result over most of the range k £  (0, 1).
Thus making the necessary changes to-equation 5*21 we obtain:-
how 5.24 is essentially a Hill type equation and Magnus and Winkler 
REP 5 have established the existence and uniquness of a solution of 
5 .24 satisfying the boundary conditions:
We shall consider the case m ■» o and obtain a correlation between 
the results for q - perturbation with those obtained for the k - 
perturbation.
We assume a solution of the form;
Where the ©r(x) are even functions of x with period 2ir . We 
normalise our solution by stipulating that the coefficient of cos x 
shall be unity for all values of q.
Substituting 5*27, 5*28 into 5*24* solving and applying the 
conditions of periodic and normalisation, we obtain, as in the k - 
perturbationj
(x) “ E 003 3X
d w +[ H + N rqr cos 2rx J % - 0 
dx2 ' 8 1 1-q2r /
o(i
2 '«=r
where R = rv('Yy + 1), H = 4k h - 8v(or + 1) rQ
5.24
5.25 a,b
w (o) = v;(P1 ) » 0
and such as to reduce as q*~> 0 , to a multiple of cos (2m 4* 1 )x the
2corresponding value of H in this case reduces to (2m +1) .
5.26
W = cos x + *2L (x) 1 5.27
5*28
2 5*29
5*30©. (x) « H(1- - N) cos 3x + N (1 + R) cos 5. x
z 4 5 4
0
5.31
5-32
Correlation of the eigen-values 
Prom 5 * 25b v/e have
H = 4)f h - 81J 2  r qr
I T 2 r  = 1(1 -  o f" )
Prom y/hittaker and V/atson REP 15 *
/2KV^ - 1 + 2q + 0 (q3) 5*55
\TT /
and ^kifj 2 = 2q2 (1 + q + 0(q3)j 5*34
now, 4K.2 = 2 = 1 + 8q + 24q2 + 0(q3) 5.55
T  2
Substitution of 5*55 into 5*25b yields;
H = (1 + 8q + 24q2 + 0(q3)).h - 8R Z  rar (1 + q2r+ q^2r 2^+ . . .)
r=1 V ' '
provided \ q\ <
= (1 ■+ 8q + 24q2 + 0(q3Jh - 8E ^ q + 2q2+ 0(q3)^ 5*56
From the k -perturbation
. h = 1 + (N-2) k2 - (N-2)(lT-6)k4 + 0(k6). 5.57
4 128
Using 5*55 and 5*54 it can easily be shown that 
k2 = 16q 128q2 + 0 (q3)
k4 = 256q2 + 0 (q3) 5 .58 a,
r V . b, C.
k. = 0 (q )
Substituting 5*58 a, b, c into 5*57 yields:-
h * 1 + (U-2)(Ksq -128q2) - (R-2 )(U-6 )256q2 + 0 (q3)
4 128
* 1 + 4  (l\f -2)q - 2(K-2)(rf+10)q2.+ 0(q3) 5.59
Substituting 5*59 into 5*56 gives,
H = (1 +8q + 24q2)(1+4 (N-2)q.- 2(R-2;(N+10)q2~8y £ q + 2q2 ^
+ 0(q3)
or H = 1 - 4Eq - 2R2q2 + 0 (q3J
The first three idrms of this agree with 5*51 > 5*52 as one 
would expect.
Comparison of the accuracies of the two perturbation series for the
eigen-values.
Close error bounds for perturbation series are difficult to obtain
and the standard theory, such as ICato REP 16 does not yield much
useful information about the accuracies of the two series. Fortunately 
when<yv is an integer the solution of the Lame equation, satisfying the 
boundary conditions 5*26 is a Lame polynomial about which much is knov/n. 
jx>r nh - 1, 2, 3 the polynomials and the corresponding eigen-yalues can 
be written down explicitly, (Arscott REF 3)* i.e.,
For ‘V = 1 h = 1 5*40 a
nr = 2  h - 1 + k2 _ _ _ _ _  5 .40 b
-v = 3 h = 5 + 2k2 - 2 / 4  ~ k2k 2 5 .40 c
Taking the q - series first, the. following is due to Taylor and Arscott
2
REF 6. For values of q such that k is small accuracy is good but 
2
diminishes as k approaches 1p It also diminishes as nr increases.
For v = 1, h = 1, by taking the number of terms indicated, we 
have the following values given by the series 1-.
k2 = 0,1 h =  1.000000 (4 terms)
k2 = 0.5 h = 0.999999 (6 terms)
k2 =0.9 h = 0.999702 (6 terms) '
2
For 'T ~ ^ h = 1 + k , the series gives the following.
k2 =0.1 h = 1.000000 (4 terms)
k2 = 0.5 h = 1.499999 (6 terms)
k2 = 0.9 h = 1.899651 (6 terms) ’
2
For nr = 3,agreement for k = 0,1 is still excellent5 the exact
2
and calculated values of h agree to 0.000001 , but for k = 0.5 the
2
agreement, using 6 terms is only to within 0.000$, while for k = 0.9, 
the sum is still oscillating strongly at 6 terms with agreement only 
to within 0.5.
Let us now consider the k-series. We have from 5*^4 and 5*^9*
k *= 1 ■ + (E ~ 2)k2 - (LT-2j(lT-6)k4 + 0(k6)
H 4 128
By continuing the perturbation process outlined on pages 37
44 we can obtain the next two terms of this series.
Thus,' let us take h^ to be;
88 1 + ~ 2^ 2 ~ (N - 2)(N - 6 )k4
* 4 128
+ (h -2)(lf-6)(lT-l6)k6 - (N-2) (lT~6 )(h2-104k + 192)k8 
4096 399216
For nr. = 1, IT = 2 K . = 1
Rt 2
For V' = 2 H = 6 h^ = 1 + k
Thus for all values of k2, the k -series perturbation gives h 
exactly for V = 1, v*=2 .
2For np a 3 , R a= 12 the exact values of h, for k = 0.1, 0.5, 0.9 are, 
from 5 «40c.
k2 = 0.1 . h = 1.24525602
k2 = 0 .5 h = 2.12701666
k2 = 0.9 h = 2.84525602
Where as the series gives the following values of h •
'k2 = 0.1. h = 1 .24525592
k2 = 0.5. h = 2.12674713
k2 = 0.9. h = 2,8408125
Thus the errors of the k-series are;
k2 = 0.1. Error 0.0000001
k2 = 0.5* Error 0.0002 *
2
k =0.9. Error 0.004
Thus as can be seen by comparison of the results above with those 
of the q-series, the k-series gives more accuracy for the eigen-values, 
than the q-series, even by taking less terms of the k-series. Thus 
we could inquire as to whether the 'delta-wing' problem (Brown and 
Stewartson (Ref 17) and Arscott and Taylor Ref 6) could be more 
accurately solved using the k-series as opposed to the q-series.
Correlation between the eigen-functions
The solutions as given by the two perturbations must be the same 
except for a multiplicative constant. Our problem is then to ascertain
precisely v/hat this constant is; 
We have from 5*29, 5*30
Wq = cos x + N cos 3 xq 4 
2
(N (1 - IT) c o s  3x 
( ■ 4)
+ I (1 I l) cos 5xj]q2+ 0(q'
and from 3 *15, 5 *2 0.
 ^ , 2 Wk = cos v 4 IT-2 cos 3v k
32
4 (-(lT- 2 ) (lh-1 6)cos 3v + (h-2 ) (iT-I 2) cos
( 1024 3072 )
Let us assume.
,L*y 'q I wqWk = ( Z  t  r 
( r=o
VTe have from 5*38
k.2 =* I6q - 128q2 4 O(q^)
k4 = 25(5q2 + 0(q5) k6 = 0(F)
Whittaker and Watson REF 15 gives;
00 1
cos v = cnZ ~ 2TT qr a cos(2r - 1) x
?r-1
kK r=1 1 i q
Thus by making use of 5*34 we can show that for \
cos v = cosx 4 [cos 3x - cos x^ q 4 (cos 5x - cosx
4 O(q^)
By making use of the trigonometric identities
3cos 3v = 4 v - 3 cos v
5 3cos 5v =16 cos v - 20 cos v 4 5 cos v
We can show tha t:-
2
cos 3v = cos 3x 4 3(cos 5x - cosx)q 4 0(q ) 
cos 5v = cos 5x 4 0(q )
) 5*42
(5v)k44p(k6) 5.43
5*44
5*45
q\ <- \y*2
5 .46
5 .47
5*48
5*49
5*50
Substituting 5*38s 5*46, 5*49> 5*50 into 5*43 yields.
Wk = cosx -i- (cos 3x - cosx) q * (cos 5* - cos x) q2
•f- It-2 ^ cos 3X + 3 (cos 5X “ cosx) q )( 16q - 128q2^
+ />(N~2)(H~16)cos 3^ + (N~2)(l\T~12) cos5x J^*256q2 ^ + O(q^)
\ 1024 3072 I
By equating the above to the right-hand side of 5*44 we obtain,
t' « cos X = 1 0  —
cos x
b  “
cos x
V i -
cosx
(cos 3x - cos x ) + 16(IT-2)cos 3^ - t E cos3x
32 2
(cos 5x - cosx) + 16(2. (B-2)(cos5x - cosx)J
32
- 128 x. (IT-2)cos 3x*> 236(E-2)(E~16)cos 3x
32 1024
- t( E cos 3x - t* E(1~e ) cos 3x
2 • . .4
+ H(1 +E) cos 5^ 
3 4
= 4 - 5N 
2.
So the multiplying factor is given by
Wk (1 - 4 + (4 -5E) <12 + 0(q5)) Wq.
Comparison of the accuracies of the two perturbation series
for the eigen-functions.
The Lame polynomials again, give a check for both the q- and k- 
series.
Arscott REP 3 gives the following 
For = 1 Exact solution =c.nZ.
For ~ 2 Exact solution = C212; dnZ
For 3 Exart solution ~ cnz [
2,
sn:
2 / 2.2r
2-f-k - v4 -k k 
5k
5.51
5.52
5.53
Where the normalisation condition is to make the coefficient of the 
highest power of snZ» unity.
Taking the q- series first for'V = 1 and using the known 
Fourier series for cnZ, 5*45> we see that the exact eigen-function 
is:- 1
or 2‘ cos (2r - 1)x, if the
1 2r+1
■ , 1 + q
normalisation condition for the q- series is to he satisfied. If
3
this is arranged as a power series in q, omitting terms of o(q ) 
we have.
2 2 3
cosx + (q + q ) cosjx + q (l-f-q)cos 5x + 0(q ).
2 3
Oh cosx + cos3x q + q (cos 3x + cos 5x) -5- 0(a ).
It can easily he verified thd this coincides with the series
5.42 withY = 1 (11*2); this result is only to he expected from the
method used.
The perturbation series up to q thus gives the exact solution 
r+1
with an error of q'
By comparing values of w given by 5*42 with the exact values, 
obtained from the tables of the cn-function (Milne-Thompson 18 or 
Curtis 19) an indication of the actual magnitude of the error is 
obtained.
3
Accuracy for Y  =1 is very good; taking the series up to q
2 4 2 ' 6
when k = 0.1 and up to q when k = 0 .5 the error is at most 10
2 Awhile even for k = 0 .9 the series up to q has a maximum error less
than 0 .00015.
A similar check was made (by Taylor and Arscott) for Y  s 2 and
Y = 3 ? the expected falling off in accuracy occurs, but the series are
2
still of use for smaller values of k. For example whenY=3> k =0.5 
the error 0.001
Let us now consider the k-series. As with the 'eigen-values .we 
can obtain the next term in the series for the eigen-functions,
to give.
2Wk » cosv ■+ (N-2 )k cos3v 
32
+ (N-2) 
+.(N-2)
(U-12) cos5v - (E—16)cos3v k 
301-2 1024
(II2- 104N + 972) cos3v - (K-12)(lT-24)cos5v 
98304 73728
~ k6 + 0 (k8)cos7v
589824
5.54
From 5.51 \V exact = cn Z with Y =  1.
For iT =1 ? V/k = cosv = cos am I = cn Z
Thus the k-series gives the eigen-function exactly.
ForY=2 we must note that Wk and the Lame polynomial cd E° ( Z ) have 
been normalised in different ways. Namely, we have normalised Wk by 
stipulating that the coefficient of cosv is unity. Whilst cdE^ ( Z ) 
has the coefficient of cnz? unity.
Now forY= 2 
2V/k = cosv + 1c cos 3v + 
8
4*
5 cos 3v - 1_ cos 5v 
L.128 128
6
k
4
cos3v - 3 cos5v + 1_ cos 7V 
64 512 1024
k
Using the trigonometric identities 5.49? 5.50 together with;
7 5 3cos Jv e 64 cos v - 112 cos v + 56 cos v - 7cosv
We can write 5*55 as:
Vik = on (1 - 3/ok2 - k4 - 85/1024 k6)
m  , 2  r . 4  1 5^, .6 . 2
* (h k -f •+ /64 k ) cn 2-
~ ( 1/ 8k4 + ^ / ^ k 6 ) c n ^ +  ‘ /1 6  k 6cn 6Z
/ 64
2 ' 2 
using cnz ~ 1 - sn Z 5*57 becomes
VJk = on Z (1+1 /gk2 + 1/32k4
0- + 11/1024k i
“ (I k + 1/l6kH + 1^64 k 6 ) sn Z
- (1/8k4 + 1/64k^) sn^'~ 1 /16k^sn^2
5.55
5 .5 6
5.57
r
Wk = cnz
Let V/k denote the perturbed solution normalised by making the
coefficient of cn unity:
. /1, 2 1 . ,4 1/4, 21 - (~jk -i- /lo k + / 6 4 k ) sn z
D
- (1/6 k4 + V 64 k^) sn4z 
1)
1 /^j /■ 1 6 6“ / 16 k sn z
3)
5>58
Where D = 1 h- 1/8 k2 + 1/32 k4 + 11/102'4 k6.
To obtai.n an indication of the magnitude of the error involved 
for t -= 2, we compare values of w given by 5.58 and values of 
cd E^(z) = cnz dnz, obtained from tables of the Jacobian elliptic 
functions, (Curtis REF 19 or Milne-Thompson REF 18 ). Because
of the periodic nature of both the exact and perturbed solutions, it 
is necessary to examine only those values of z e£o, kQ  
Denote the error by Er (z) where:-
Er(z) = cnz dnz - V/k. 5*59
2 .
Accuracy in the case k = 0.1 proves to be remarkably good, Er(z)
-7is less than 10 over the entire range of z.
2
For k = 0.5? if Er(z) is plotted against z fig(2) is obtained.
From this we can see that the maximum error is less than 0.001 over
2
the entire range. Whilst for k = 0.9? plotting Er(z) against z gives 
fig (3)? showing that the maximum error is less than 0.02, over the 
entire range both maxima occurring at z —  fh.
These results were obtained by renormalising the perturbed 
solution.
It is possible to renormalise the exact solution.
We have
cd E- °
Z
= onz(l - i  1c2se2z - 1/8 k4sn4z - 1/16 k6sn6z
+ 0  (k8) )
For j ksnz \ 1
= cnz (1 - |>k2~ V 8k4 ~V*i6k^)
+ (-§k2 + Jk4 + ^/I6k^)cn^z
- (k4 + 3_k^ ) cn^z + ciJz
8 16
By using 5«49> 5*50 and 5*56 this can he written in the form.
cdlilg = o<! cos v +• ^  cos3v + cos5v + c o s j v
Where o( ~ 1 - 1/8 k2 ~1/64 k4 - 5/1024 k6
(3 - k2 +3/ k4 + 9/ k6 4.
8 128 1024
if = 1/128 + ^  1024 k
S’ -1/ *6
1024 ' ,
Renormalising by making the coefficient of cosv, unity 
cdE.’°(z)-« cosv + ^  cos 3v +■■ cos5v + ^  cos7v.
Accuracy for this case is not nearly as good as renormalising
2the perturbed solution. For example the error for k = 0.5 
V = 1t/3 is 0.03*
For v=3 we can again normalise either the perturbation solution 
or the exact solution.
/ 2 2 A  -
(z) = cnz dnz = cnz (1 - k sn z) 2
a) Renormalising the exact solution
From 5*54, ,
Wk = cosv + f ^  k2 + 1 k4 - 55k^ ]cos3v 5*60
\ 16 128 4096 j
3But cos3v = 4 cn z - 3cnz.
Thus i~ _ •
Wk as cnz (^/4k2 -t- ^/52k4 - k?) sn2z
. 1024
. - (1 -i-5/18 k2 +5/l28k4- 51 k6)
4096
2
tlaking'the coefficient'of cnzsn z equal to one to give Wk, we 
obtain
\Vk = cnz f sn2z - (1 4/16 k2 +5/l26 k4 - 5540 % k6)
\ (5/4 k2 W / 5 2 k4 - ^  X6) '
1024
The exact solution, from 5*53 is:~
( 2 2 / 272T1sn z - 2 + k -{- \! 4 ~k k
5k2
The error is thus the product of cnz and an expression involving 
k which for z (~£o,lc] ^ lies between 0 and 1. Thus we obtain the 
foliowing maximum errors.
k2 = 0.1 Er(z) < 0.0002
k2 = 0.5 Er(z) < 0 .004
k2 =0.9 Er(z) <  0.01
b) Renormalising the exact solution
he seek a solution of the form
■ w = 21 A. cos (2r+1)v Z-~~ gv-v \ v 7
'with A | = 1 . } -which satisfies:- •
2 2 2 2 
(1 - k sin v) d w - k sinv cosv dw
dv dv
/ * 2 2 \
4- f h - 'v('V +1 )k sin v J vV = 0.
We can easily show that the A- . . satisfy:-
i - 2 ) ^ +  5)k2A.5 + -(H -(2-k2) + )k2)Al = 0
ana: -
i (V- 2r-2)('V' + 2r + 3)k2A. . ,a. V-r S
4- (H - (2r+1 )2(2~k2)A + J (dh^r) (V-2im-1 )k2A = 0
ar~\
2
where H - 2h - •r(a^ 1 )k
Choosing h such that the coefficient of A is aero, we obtain:-
This greater accuracy is to be expected since by renormalising1 
the perturbation solution we are introducing a further error.
Thus we can conclude by saying that both for the eigen-values 
and the'eigen-functions the k-series gives a higher degree of 
accuracy than the q-series.
Taylor and Arscott suggested some extensions of the 
q- perturbation techniques namely
cosv
comparing this wUf£»60 we obtain the following errors:-
k2 = 0.1 a) < 0.Q0002
k2 = 0.5 ER(z) < 0.0004
k2 = 0.9 LTl(z) <  0.004.
i) Similar calculations of higher-order eigen-values 
and eigen-functions
ii) Applications of different boundary conditions in 
place of 5.26
iii) Use of the same technique on the ellipsoidal wave 
equation;
-.2Q W .
dz2
and these seem to be possible extensions to the k-perturbation 
series as well.
- (a + bk2sn2z + qk^sn^z) W. = 0.
C H A P T E R  6.
LAME functions for spaces WITH coral boundaries
Let us consider the case of the finite space bounded by the 
half-cone p> = ^ >0 , ^ 0 6  (K, K + iK ), and by the portions of the 
spherical surfaces r = r}', r = r^  , r^'<r‘2, interior to the half­
cone. Let it be required to determine a solution of Laplaces 
equation, = 0 for this space, which is continuous and
possesses a continuous gradient inside the space. Furthermore 
let 'Y' be zero on the spherical surfaces, and have a value wnichJ 
is a prescribed function of r and<?< on the conal portion of the 
boundary.
In accordance with 1 . 4 separated forms of the solution are :~ 
y  = R(r) A(<* ) B (p). 
where R(r) = ar + br  ^ and ) and B(p) satisfy:-
A (cK) + ^h - nr(x + 1 )k2stic>l ) A (tX) = 0.
\  &) + [h. - + 1)k2sn2(3') B (3) = 0.B
Since 7^ = 0 on r = rj , r^, we find that
■vT *V'—“j _ -v* •Y'-. 1
ar, + br. ' *= ar + bx . = 0.
‘ ■ 1 4 Z 2.
which gives (r2-/ri = 1
whence:- V  = -J + i klT
logrV r| • k = 0, 1, 2, 3 . . . .
= - |  + ip'k.
Hence one solution is:-
i
= r~2 % cos lo& r)+1):k sin (p^log r) A(s* ) B (p)
Continuity of the solution and continuity of gradient
Increasing c< by 4K is equivalent to moving the point (r,c?C, jS 
once around the surface of the conal region p = ^ o.,' thus for 
continuity of the solution, we must have:-
lim A ( ^ < ) = A(2K)
o< -2K
Since A(<?£ ) shall also possess a continuous gradient we have:-
periodic of period 2K and 4K;6.1 and 6.2 imply that A(«><! )-must be
periodic of period 2K or 4K.
The continuity of the solution inside the conal region, implies
continuity across the arc p =' K., which from p.1 is the regionwin
the (x, z) plane bound by the lines x = + k// Z for which Z> 0.k
On the arc K the values ^  = °^o, = 2K ~04o coincide. We
must therefore have '
and since this must hold for all o Q: (0, 2K) we.must have:-
together with the fact that the coefficients of Lames .equation are
R(r0) A (o<o) B(K) = R(r0) A(2K -<?£o) B(k )
Since this is to hold for all r& & (rt , r ) this implies
A (c*!0 ) B(K) = A (2K -C* o).B(K)
A (oC) B(K) = A(2K -o<) B(K).
Continuity of gradient across p - K 
f>S ~ c?
V/e have:-
rate of increase of ^  along RP
3(3 u
rate of increase of ^  along R Q
is = R(r)A(«:) B(K).
R(rQ) A(2K ~o£) B^(K).
Thus continuity of the gradient implies
or, provided R{x> ) ' 0 .
A(vX) B (K) + A(2K -o< ) B^K) = 0. 6 .4
For 6.1 and 6,2 to co-exist, there are three possibilities.
i) B(K) = 0 4  B/(K) 4 0 ^  k(e< ) = - A(2IC -o<)
A (c4 ) is odd about p= K.
ii) B,(K) = 0 B (K) t 0 -=f A(cxr ) - A(2K -<xi)
=£> A (e<) is even about p~ K.
iii) B (ic) -f- 0, B(k)Ht 0. *=7^  A( ) is both even and odd about = K.
We immediately see that iii) is impossible. *
It is v/e 11 known that Lames equation always has one even and one odd 
solution about (3 = K. Let B ( |3) be this solution. Thus from i) 
with A (^ ) odd about (3 = K and B(K) = 0, we see that B( (3>) is also 
odd about (3 = K.
Similarly from ii) v/e see that if A(o<) is even about (3= K, 
then so is B(p ).
Thus A (c*1) and B( ^ 3) are of the same parity about K and
moreover satisfy the same differential equation, thus, they are none
other than constant multiples of each other i.e. A (c<) is the same 
function of <X as B( p ) is of p .
With the notation of 3*17 let
A (c^  ) = Ec ™  (c^  ) or (ot ) 6.5a
thus
B(.S ) = :/.■../((? ) or Esn“ ({S) . 6.5b
where m ^ is either 2m or 2m 4- 1 .
thus the separated solutions must take the form:-
9^ “ r ""2 / C0S 1oo r) y  {fit ) Ec^ ((3)
 ^ sin (p j, log r) Jy Es_^(^ ) Es ^  (jB.)
where p. = k~rr ,* + i
U logr /r
m « 0, 1, 2 . . , in the case of Ec -functions
- 1, 2, . , .  in the c cL3 e of Es -functions
We note that the period (inc<) is 2k or 4K according as m / = 2m or 
m ^  2m + 1, respectively. So that the most general form of ^  
involves eight series, depending on our choice of cos or sin., Ec 
or Es and the parity of m^.
Thus for example the most general solution which is even in 
log r, even in and has period 2K in oi is:-
^  ^  i 2m 2m
k .  r"’S°os(P^ l0« :c)Ec'V5c( 1,5 ) Ec-^ ( {
k = o m=o
To determine the coefficients a, . v/e make use of the
kj'kTO
prescribed values of on the conal surface and the following
orthogonality conditions:
2m
The functions Ec^ 1 (<*.) are orthogonal over 0 2K i.e.,.
3.K
ECy?mi (o< ) E c ( o £ )  do( = o for m'j 4 ni^
= T U ^  © ;for m =
Proof of this is straightfoward Sturn-Liouvi1le theory.
Also it can be easily shown that:- 
b
I -1| r cos (p^ log r) cos (p^log r) dr = 0 k 4 <1
= log rV^, j k = q
moreover we can show that:-
fl  1
jr sin (p^ log r) cos (p.^log r) &Y-~ 0 for all values 
b, of k, q. •
and y_f -1I r sin (p log r) sin ip~ log r) dfr = 0 for k^f- q
J ^  i- r ,
Vj = log Vr'j, k = q.
On j$*= xBo. we assumed the prescribed value of ^  to be, say.
i
P(r, oi) - r  ^f (cr.,o<), cr* = log r.
6.7a
6.7b
6.8a
6.8b
so from (6.6),
0& ■ c*o
f 2 _  * W * ° 08 ^  (<«
k =o. m ~o
, A . 2m r > \where a, = a. Ec-,.* ( ^  )
k,m vk K '
Thus by use of 6.7a, 6.7b, 6.8a and 6,8b, we can now, formally
at least, find the a.
r, m
III!
Multiplying 6.9 by JScy^  and integrating from 0 to 2K with
respect to o(. we have:-
/ f(6~ c< ) (<*)' dc><- = 2- c°s(p'j^ tr) U*v>\ 6.10
0 k=°
—1
Multiplying 6.10 by r cos (p.^  o— ) and integrating from r ^ to 
rz with respect to y- v/e have
V* a k
TTmp log r2/r^ = /  /  r~1f ( ^  ^  )cos(p^cr-)Ec$k (c<)
r'j o
thus we have, formally;
-£~i x 2m 2m
■yj= Z ,  2 l  r"soos(p^loff r) E0vk ( ^  Eo^  (p)
k=o m=o
where a.^' is given by:-
^  <1 r " 1’f  ^ 00s Cp'fecr_) - ( “* )  dcA d v
ri
2 m  •-
T T m log TA/^ Eo^ ((30 ).
The results for the other seven series are given in appendix 7» and 
were obtained in a similar manner.
Let us next consider the same space as before except in this 
case the solution shall vanish on the conal portion and take 
prescribed values of <^ .>j3 the spherical portions.
Continuity of the solution and its gradient give rise to 
separated solutions of the form
¥ = (ar^ + br-1 ~’*) ( E<C  (“g  E(V  (f)
\ Es” ' (<*) Bag ((3)
Where as in 2m or nf = 2ra + 1 according to whether the
solution shall have period 2IC or 4K.
To determine we must make use of the fact that for the given
value po-. p o &  (K, K + iK  ),
w( e c.) = 0.
Consider the Lame equation
6.11
where 'jf = of (*iT + 1) k^
Together with any one of four boundary conditions. 
W (o) *= W(K) =0.
W (o) .= W(K) = 0.
W (o) = W ^ (K) = 0. 
V/X(o) a V i ' (K) = 0.
6.12
and a further condition W ( ^0) ~ 0. 6.13
Thus we now have a two-parameter eigen-value' problem together with 
a threerpoint boundary condition, which we shall consider before 
proceeding further.
In order to establish the existence of a solution to (6,11) 
which 'satisfies one of (6.12) as well as satisfying (6.13) may 
use a method given by Richardson REF 20 . Using this method we
can show that given non-negative integers n’ and n^ there exists only 
one pair of values h and~£f , such that equation (6.11) has a 
solution wnich satisfies the boundary conditions, and moreover, 
possesses lf^ zeros in (0, K) and n.^  zeros in (K, [3o )» Moreover 
' the value of obtained is positive and therefore greater than 
so that V  is real,
We immediately see, that for a given value of'^ f , with fixed k, 
there correspond two value of of, these being ■V and -v~1 .
However we need only consider one of these values since they both 
give rise to the same solution of the Lame equation.
Let the possible values of of be Vs, where V s  is a singly- 
infinite set, i.e.,
0 <  "Vo < V  1 •< V  2 . . .
Corresponding to every V s  there exists a singly-infinite set 
of values of h, let these be denoted by 
where m = 0, 1, 2 . . .
"V =Ys (s = 0, 1, 2 . . .)
with
Having determined the existence of the solutions and obtained 
the form of Y' > v/e are now ready to obtain some double-orthogonality 
relations for the solutions to the Lame equation, by applying the 
theory of Arscott REP 23
Let m  be a solution of (6.11) corresponding to 'V = ‘Vs, 
h ss h,g} m  then
if -2K
(sn^S sn^ ?< ) dc^ . d^3 = 0. 6.
unless s'j = and in', = in which X ^  0.
For functions of period 2IC the range of integration for oC. is 
reduced to 0 to 2K. Thus v/e can see from (6 .14) that products of 
the form ^  (o4) ( jS) are orthogonal with weight factor
(sn^p - sn*c?<! ) over a spherical surface bounded by the elliptic 
half-cone =jSo.
Thus given an arbitrary function of (^  jS) say P (^ j3 ) 
defined on such a spherical surface, it follows by using an argument 
similar to that used earlier that for continuity of P (c£, |S ) and 
its tangential (to the surface) gradient that F (<>g|3) must be of 
period 2K or 4K in ^  .
Let us assume then, that Y  (r, oi; (3) has prescribed values 
Fj ) on r = rt and P^( (3 )on r = r^. If we regard each
of F'j (^ .,(3 ) and Pp (el, |3 ) as functions of ^  we know from above 
that they are periodic of period 2K or 4K. Moreover we can split 
each into four parts, depending the period and parity, in o( i.e., 
let,
i ’j  (*<>(5) = I ’a( l ) K ( 3 )  + fX - ’ K Y  +
j = 1 or 2.
v/here Fj^ 1 ^ (e<gp ) is even about = 0, K and has period 2IC 
(2 )
Fj (^ ) is odd about = 0  K and has period 2K
P ) is even about ~ 0, K and has period 4K 
j ps about - 0, K. and has period 4K
For simplicity let us concentrate only on Fj 
solutions will be of the form;-
m (4) Separated
2m 2m
' + b-S,mr"1'°5 > EcV s (<*) 2 ° ^  (£)
A more general solution will be:~
Ob  o O
a^-;. r . + b.<„,<»> . I I  |
;=o m=o
b) m j nv r .
2m 2m
J
j = 1 or 2.
By use of (6.14) v/e can show that: 
TV's . - 1 - t s
a . r « + b><: r , ^ s_>m j
A  f^
J J P.i^4ot
K e
F r  ( p) E c ^  (oi) (sn f -snU)d,o2 d^S
(sn^> - snlxT )do'b d jS
2m 2m
JSC (<*) Bc.^ ((3)
K °
with j = 1 , 2. 
From these two equations and b ^  Vn can be found.
(We can easily verify that:-
rV<.
i
~v>r r? 2
^  0 since s is real)
f 1} f 2 ^ f 7 ^
Series for each of Fj'  ^Fj , Fj^^ can similarly be found, 
involving products of the form of Ec (<?£) Ec (j3), Es (od) Es (j3 ) 
of other types.
This completes the formal solution.
To investigate the actual, as opposed to the formal, validity 
of these solutions, we require completeness theorems of the type given 
by Fairman KEF 24 and Sleeman REF 25
C M  FI P T E  R  ~1 <,
Some linear transformations of Lame Functions and ellipsoidal
wave functions.
The following chapter relates to a paper jointly written by 
Arscott and-the author REP 21 the results obtained relate to the 
ellipsoidal wave equation, the lame equation is similarly dealt 
.with, 'and where it is thought useful results for the lame 
equation are given,
V/e consider the ellipsoidal wave equation
,2 t ,. 2 2 . 4 4 \ „d w - ( a + bk sn 1  + q k sn z i v( - 0.
dz2
The most useful solutions of 7*^  are the ellipsoidal wave
functions, these are the only solutions of 7 •'i • which are doubly-
/ /
periodic, with periods 2K or 4K» 2iK or 4iK and are of the form
P ^  , X 2 .sm z cn si an z F(.sn z),
2
Where p, cr, tr = 0 or 1 and p(sn z) is an integral function 
2
of sn z. They, thus fall into eight types according to jp, erg hS
V/e denote them as follou/s •
/
u&J-m2n(z)> + 1(z)’ d ^ 1 + 1(z)
S0JL1 ™2n + 2^z)> 3 a  al 2n+2(z)> c d e t  +2 ^ ’ sotU!„Idz)
The advantage of the above notation is that every function has 
precisely m zeroes on (0,.K) and (n - m) zeros on (K, K + iK .)
In general 7»1 possesses no solution of the form.7*2; when q 
is given such solutions exist only when a, b take particular values, 
these values'being in one-to-one correspondence.with solutions 7*2
Dednote these values of a, b as follows
(u) m  ' , (u) ,m , , (scd) .m
/ « U , ♦ < * * * *  U, v w- , with obvious notation*
Am ah
We finally note that the £,1-functions and their corresponding
2
eigen-values are functions of q and k thus:-
m 2 (Sd m p
UJLl2n ^Zi q* k ^  a 2.\-x k ) etc. ■.7-3
As q 0 the ellipsoidal wave equation "7.1 degenerates into 
Lames equation, thus
m 0 m ' '
u£.l2n (z, 0, k“). = u E._^ (z, lc ) ■
b (0, k2) . 2„ (2n + 1): ^ ( O . k 2) - - (k2) 7.4
where n is necessarily an integer, to give the double-periodic 
solutions of Lames equation, the Lame polynomials.
Transformation to complementary modulus k' V  1 -k
Let a new complex variable be introduced by
z = K + iK + i £ ' " - 7.5
The standard addition formulae for the functions sn, cn and 
dn combined with Jacobis imaginary transformation Arscott REP 3 give.
snz - k dn ( k )
t -1
cnz = - ik k cn (^ , k ) 7*6
dnz = - k^sn (£>, k )
Lames equation when transformed to the variable becomes.
j2 I r~ f A / 2 2,r a
d w + h - n(n + 1 )k sn (^ , k)
2 
d<5 c
W - 0. 7*7
where h = n (n + 1) - h 7*8
and the ellipsoidal wave equation becomes:-
,2 j — , -r s 2 2 ( c A  4 ,/V
d w - J a + b k sn (p, k; - q k sn (p, k )
d ^  L
\v = 0 .  7 * 9
where
a = -a-b-q, b = b + 2q 7.10
The fact that 7*7 is of the same, form as the original
equation leads to a number of useful results, since a solution of
7.7 with variable p can often be expressed in terms of solutions of
the lame equation with variable z« In eigen-values problems the
relation 7*0 between h and h also leads to some useful results*
These were first given by Erdelyi 22 .
It is worth remarking that the transformation 7*5 has
geometrical significance in, two ways,
i) In the complex plane, the origin is moved to the point
IC + iK^ .and the axes are rotated through a right angle* This has
the effect of leaving the pattern of the singularities of sn, cn, dn
unchanged, but reverses K and K , thus moving the singularities at
z = iK to p = ilC.
ii) Apart from the elliptic-conal co-ordinates of Chapter 1
there is another co-ordinate system wnich makes .use of elliptic
functions, namely the ellipsoidal co-ordinates (1*9 Chapter 1),
both these systems are of value in dealing with diffraction problems
involving ellipsoids or elliptic cones.
To illustrate the use of transformation 7.5 consider an
ellipsoidal wave function, of type u a {.(z, q, k )* By 7*6, this
—2 2 /fxmction, when expressed in terms of 5, has the form F ( k~ dn (5,k )
2 / 2 2 
and since dn lc ) - 1 - k sn (J5, k ), this becomes an integral '
function of sn2(5, l/). Since this function satisfies 7*9, it is
m / / 2
some multiple of an ellipsoidal wave function (pt -q, k ),
and by consideration of the number of zeros of this function shows 
that ~a ~ n, n - m.
7.11
to within a constant multiple
We also have.
(u) n-m ~ (u) n-m ~ (u) m ?
a 2n “^q■, k ) + b 2n k ) + a 2n k  ^= q 7,12
(u) m-n ~ (u) m o
b (-*> k‘) - b £h k‘> = h  7-15
For the lame equation, the relationship connecting h and h is:-
(u) in p (u) n ~m 0
h (k ) - 2n (2n + 1) - h ^  (k c') 7.14
For the other seven types of functions the results .are similar.
Since 7*5 has the effect of interchanging 'the functions sn, dn, but 
leaving cn uneffected, .we findru-af, c-&.£, ddaC, scd&t are transformed 
into functions of the same kind, whilst those of types s ^ , d&£., sc&'L , 
cdA^, go over respectively into types do.^ , s£^, cd&^, sc c.'t.
There are five first-order transformations of Jacobi elliptic- 
functions given in Erdelyi 1 and they are denoted by the letters 
A - E. The above transformation is essentially B. We shall now 
proceed to examine the results of applying the other- four transformations, 
for simplicity we shall examine only the ellipsoidal case, since the 
Lame case is easily obtainable from this by putting, q = o, a = - h, 
b = n (n -i- 1).
Transformation to pure imaginary modulus 
Introduce by:-
z = IC + Jk- 7#15
■ /
K
and let k = ik 7®16
then transformation A of 1 gives:-
snz = cn j k|); cnz = - sn kj), dnz = dn kj) 7*17
Under transformation 7*15 the ellipsoidal wave equation becomes
d2w + - J^a'j + b-, k't2sn2(£( , k\) + q4 k^sn^(J,, kt)J 
d?J2
'2 2 4 where k a'j « a + b k + qk
W = 0! 7.18
bj = b + 2q k 7*19
)
v/2 « k q
For the lame equation we haver
+
a2 d w
d ^ 2
where;-
h‘, - k 2sn2 ($. , lc* ) V/ = 0
^2k h. h k n (n + 1).
m 2
Next, consider the fmiction u ^  (^ j-> <fi > k* ); this is a
solution of 7,18. As a function of Jjj- it is an integral function of
2 . 
sn (^ , } kj), with periods IZ, 2il<f l<f., and hence ..also the period
2k^(K -i- ik")? is even, and has m zeros in 6(°> k^ If) and n
ft ' v /> /.
zeros in p. G-(k K, k (If + iK j • Consequently when regarded as a
2 2 function of z, it is an integral function of cn z, and hence of sn z,
it satisfies the ellipsoidal wave equation, is even and has periods
2lf, 2iK . Moreover it has m zeroes in z£r(lf, 2lf ), which by periodicity
implies m zeros in z fc (0, If), and similarly n~m zeros in zfe (if, K + iK^).
It is therefore none other than a constant multiple of uJitg (z,. q,k ). i.e.,
m__ J
2n '•'I' ■*<> “1 > ~ uel2n
To within a constant multiplying factor. •
The relationships between the eigen-values are:-
(u) m ( . .2v (u) m / .2x ' 2 (u) m, , 2, ,4
k a an (U| > k { ) = av J (q, k ) k b^  ' (q, k ) + qk
m
u
m ? 
(5 l* k\ ) * UaV  °-> k2)
m 2n
2. n
.2x (u) m ( 2x _ . J
* ) = b 2n ' + q
For the Lame equation the relationship between the eigen-values is:-
Similar reasoning can be applied to the other seven types of 
function,* since the effect of the transformation 7«^5 is to inter-
mation- formulate are as follows: for simplicity the numerical
sufficies are omitted since they are the same in every element
2
occurring in the same equation, and the arguments q., k are also 
omitted.
Formulae 7*20 hold in the snnse that constant multipliers are 
omitted, but7*21 “ 7=24 are exact;
2 2
» qt , k\ ) « c<iiz ; c ^ - t ^ ,  q t , k( ) = s^tz
similarly for (sd, cd)» .
s
Similar results can be written down for the Lame equation. 
Transformation in real modulus, greater than 1«,
The transformation C of 1 gives a somewhat simpler result 
that the two described above, since it leaves snz unchanged but 
interchanges cnz, dnz«
change sn and cn we find that functions of the type u c U ^ ,  sc-ti, 
scd^ L't, go over to the same type, whils u those of types , c^t 
sdi.'t cd a-t go over into c&lt sjft, ,cd«.? , sd The transfor-
7.20
sd«ftA(5^ , qt, k^  ) = scddgiz
7.21
7.22
and similarly for (sc), (scd), while
7X23
7*24
(Taking either the first or second character throughout), and
Rit.
7.25
7.26
w = o. 7.27
then we have;
k sn z - sn (3^ ? k^); cn z = dn (5^ , k,^ ) 
dn z = cn (§' , kh)
A.
So that 7*1 becomes:-
djH - [a'2 + \  kz2sn2 (5z, k ) + q.x k^sn4^  k j
d522 -
2
where a<, = a ; bL •- b; q_ = qk
r\ —* ■
k
In view of the simple relationship between.52 and z, 
consideration of the zeros of ellipsoidal wave functions presents 
no problems and we obtain;
m 2 11 2
uel 2n q2» “ Uel 2n (z* q-s k ^
and similarly for functions sel, cdel, scdel. 
whi le
m g m 2
oel2n+1(t ’ 1*' ki > “ del2n+1 (z’ ^’, k ^
and similarly for seel, sdel.
Corresponding relations for the eigen-values can easily be
shown to be:-
k2 a^u\qk,2k"2)' « a^(q, k2)
b(U\'qk2,k~2) « b^U^(qk,k2)
and similarly for types (s), (cd), (scd) and,
k2a^cd<lk2,k"2) = iS'1' ( v ) '
d c4<ik2,k~2) = d R l . k 2)
The corresponding results for the Lame function eigen-values are 
found to be:-
k2h ^ ( k “2) = h ^ ( k 2)
and similarly for types (s), (cd), (scd) and,
k2h^c)(k”2) = h ^ ( k 2)
and similarly for types (sc), (sd).
An interesting illustration of these relations is provided by 
the explicit expression for the Lame polynomials of degree given in 
Arscott 3 *
Two further transformations
The above three transformations have the effect of inter­
changing two of sn, cn, dn. the remaining two transformations in 
Erdelyi 1 namely D and E are somewhat more complicated in that 
each produces a cyclic interchange of sn, cn, dn. Indeed D.is 
effectively the transformations C and B performed successively, 
in tha.t order., while E is A, followed by B.
We shall therefore, only briefly, describe the effect of 
these transformations on the ellipsoidal wave equation.
/
If we put z = It + iK - i3x \ K-v - 7 *28
* /■ )  O K
k
then by B,
k sn z = cn ken z =-ik^dn (5^»k^)
dn 1  = sn (57,kz).
j> \)
Consequently the only types of ellipsoidal wave function 
unaffected by 7*28 are those of the type uel and scdel. sel, cel 
and del types respectively become cel, del and sel functions of
Because of the factor -i multiplying S-y the intervals z6(0, It), 
z &  (it, K + ilt^ ) are. interchanged for s0 that the suffices n, m 
become n, n-m as in the transformation described on p.
Finally we consider E. Setting
z = It - i k^ « - ik
k k -
we have-;
snz = dn (5^>k^); kenz = ik sn (5^$k^); dnz = k^n (5^ ,
so that sn, cn, dn are again interchanged cyclically, but in the 
reverse direction to that of 7*28. With this difference, the 
effects of this transformation are similar to that described above, 
and the relevant formulae may be written down with little trouble.
APPENDIX 1
RECURRENCE RELATIONS
cP
a) Eo|-m+1 (Z) = o nZ Z Z  a7 ,v+\ a^ Z
r=o
2a^  + '(h - 1 ) a'j = 0
2 2 2\
2 (r + 1)(2r + 1) il h ;  + (h - 4r k - (2r + 1) J a 3>*\
+ k2 ^2r (2r-1) -'^(V+1 )| a-av-_I
bj Es^m+1(2) = . bA H  \
2r + 1snz
r=o
6 b7+ h - (1 I k^) b» = 0 
j 1
2(r + 1)(2r+3) t2 M S  + (h - (2r+1)2(1 +k2)) bsH( "
+ k2 [2r(.2r-1) = 0.
o) Es 2 = cnz 2 1  snz2r+1
r=o
6 b,+ h - (4 + k2) b = 0
a
2(r+1)(2r+3) + (h - 4(r+1)2- k2(,2r + 1)2) t^r+a
+ k2 (2r^2r + 1) W(V'+1) ^ b ^  = 0
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APPENDIX 6
Perturbation results for 5»3 b* c? d; 
5*3 b. assume W = cos 2m V- + ^  (v) k
06 r=1
, ,2 y  2t-
h  = 4m +   ^ 1 k
2r
<pt- ~ ~if(-yf +1 ) - 4m 
X.
— J_
64
f (2m)(2m-1 ) ~nrp/~ 2(m-1 )(2m-1 j~ -^ (ifyi
■ 1
~|^ 2m (2m+1 )-v (tT 2(m+1 (2nw-1 )-*v~(-0 +1 )
2m -
2m + 1
f (v) = 1___ [2m(2m-1)-ni(v ^-l)j cos (2m~2)vl
I 6 { 2 m  -1 )
16^  2m+1)
j^m^m+l )-. V(v +1 ^  cos 2(m+1 jV
f^(v) = 1_ (2m(2m-f1 )- ^ (vQ-1 |(2(m-f-1 )(2m+3)~ )j cos(2m+4)v
1052 (2m +1)
1_  ^2m(2m+1) ~ (v-i-l) ^  cos(2m -i- 2)V
128
■+■■ 1 
128
2m + 1
2m - 1) ~ •vfvyi)j cos (2m -2)v
2m - 1 ./
+ 1_ (^2m(2m -1 )~ nf(vVi) 2(m-1)(2m-3 — cos(2m-4 )V
1032 (2m - 1 )2
5.3c assume w = sin (2m+2) V ■+ /L_ (v) k
r-1 ~ r
h = 4(m + 1)2 + 2  o(aYJs:2
r=1
2-
1 f(2(m-i-l)(2m+1) -_jy_(vH-1 )) ((2m-t-1)(2 m) _- n/(^1))
64 / 2m -i- 1
“ 2m+3_) ( 2m+4 j.~-.y(V>1 ) )
2m + 3
2^(]Ti-!-1 ) (2in-r-1 ) - )) sin 2mV
2m + 116*
f4 (D = 1
- (^2(m w- 'l)(2m-f3) -~ir(YVl )) sin 2(m + 2) V 
2m + 3
(2(111+1 )(2m +1 ) - v (^ +1 ( ) (2 m (2 in -1 ) -  ^ + 1 ) )  s in  2 (m -1  )V
1024 (2 m *r 1 ) 2
+ 1_  ^2(m+1 ) ( 2m-f-1) -'A ) ) sin 2mV.
128 2m + 1
" 1 {2(m+1 ) (2m-l-3 ). ~Y(V-f 1 )) sin 2(m-;~2)Y«
128 2m + 3
+ 1. ^2 (m+1) (2m+3 ) — < 4 ^ V) f 2 (hh-2) (2m->r3 ) - Y(v-)-1) ) sin 2(nH-3)V.
(2m + 3)102/1
and. finally 50^*
Assume v/ = sin (2m + 1 )Y + •5T (v) k2*~
r=1
o*
h = (2m+lN + Z . ° < a F k 2r
r=1
oZjs = V  f ((g^).(gni-i-1i ,-::J ,(^ ±lj)(.:_.2iri(2m-1 J -,^ ,(y.+1 ) )
r 64 L 2m.
- {(2m * l)(2m +.2) (2m -t- 2)(2m+3) -f1 ))
2m + • 2 <
= i 
32
(2m(2m + 1 ) - i/tv+l ))sin (2m - 1 )V 
- m
- 2m~t-1) ( 2m+2) •- v  (vh-1 ) J sin (2m+3) V
m 1
(2m( 2m-i-1 )~v(v+1 )}(2m-1) (2m~2)--e(-iT-}.1 )) sin (2m~3)V
4096 m2
1- 2m-f1 ) -YlVVi )) sin (2m -1 )Y
256 Jin
1_ 2m-;-1) (2irm-2) f 1 sin (2m+3)Y.
256 ra + 1 .
1 2m-i-1 ) (2im-2) - - f1 ) (2iih-3) (2m-i-4 ) ) j sin(2m+5)Y
4096 (m + 1.)2
/APPENDIX 7 .
' r_t Z  Z  V,rv,sin (pk log r) EoJ Z ci) Eo*™( @  }
k=o. m=o.
K  2.K
where b- . ~ J J r ) sin(p^ <T-) Eo^m(j?c) dpC df-
‘ r.| o k
TTm logrVr, E o ^ ( ^ o  )
/ .1- 'ZT' 'S’ s^n (pt^ Z-Og r) 2m-f1 2m+1
% «  = r"3 C t e W  ’ 00s VPX loS E  Eo (p<-) Eca,(ft)
i * k=o in—o < fi ‘
?X< ~ 1 , (sin (pl5 log r) 2m + 1
where c.^m  = J J r f(c”S*0 (cos (p.^  log r) Ec.^ (*><.) d ^ d r
TTmlogrVr, Eoi“ + 1(p0)
i^n+l -is.
v/here l| mf = J lEc*, (o± ) do£
2 ^  -1
-A <^ r z^r . (sin (p^ log r) ? . ?m4-1
^ 5 s6 = r'3 21 (cos (p^ log r) Es^' (p<) E s ^  (p)
fe.-0 m=o •
v/here J\zi
\  - 
>YT> >*
f  f  - 1 . ,  x s ln  %  0 g r  „  2m +1 ,  .xJ  J  r f(op*) cos (p log r) Es (*C) doCd
f\ -Hz ^
n ) ~ ^ m 3lo g  r5 / r t E s ^ 1 ( p 0)
where Tl^ = J [es^ 1 (*Z )~] 2do<
■* -2K *
/  7 ,8  = r  Z . .  - Z  c o s . ^ l o g  r )  Es ( * )  Es ( f i )
k=o m=o 1 '
f x -1 . sin (p^logr) 2 '
where e.^  = J J r f(c~o< ) cos (p. log r) Es0  (c^) dA( d h
M n pj  o_..____  _ ______':................ ..
T T w lo g  r V r 8 E s ^ 2 ( p 0 )
where T T m ^ =  f * l Ss  i “ +2( ^  ) ]  2<1 ^  ..
<5TP>^\i-nrV f -d Q. t h e  U f\h b  \E~&UFmp/i/
l O x i O * ^  4
1-iCt 5 bR(^/z- fc2"- o-q.
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